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Note 1: Michaels Cue Bids 

1 of a minor 2 of a minor shows both majors* 

1 of a major-2 of a major  shows the other major and a minor (2nt asks 

for the minor)* 

*Suit must be at least 5 pieces to be shown 

(If the minor opening of the opponents shows a few amount, Michaels 

does not apply) 

 

 

Note 2:  

1(x)-1(y)-1(z)-2♣s: relay to 2    (any bid over 2    s is invitational to 

game) 

1(x)-1(y)-1(z)-2   s: artificial game forcing 

 

Note 3:  Defense vs Strong No Trump (Does not include 13 high card 

points) 

2 ♣s: ♣s + a major 

2    s:    s + a major 

2     s: Natural 



2 ♠s: Natural 

2 No Trump: Both Minors 

Double: Relay to 2 ♣s: can show either both majors or a single minor 

(Next bid: pass if suit is ♣, 2    s if suit is    s, 2     s if both majors) 

 

Note 4:   Defense vs Weak No Trump (Includes 13 high card points) 

2 ♣s: Single Suit (Pass or correct) 

2    s: Both Majors 

2     s:      s + Minor ( 2nt asks for minor) 

2 ♠s: ♠s + Minor (2nt asks for minor) 

2nt: Both Minors 

Double: Penalty 

 

Note 5:  Flannery Responses 

3 ♣s: shows 3 ♣s 

3 🔸s: shows 3 🔸s 

3 ❤s: shows 6 ❤s 

3 ♠s: shows 2-2 in minors in the weaker range  

3nt: shows 2-2 in the minors at the stronger end of the range 

4 ♣s: shows 4 ♣s 

4 🔸s: shows 4 🔸s 

 



Note 6: Roman Keycard  

5 ♣s: 1 or 4 keycards* 

5 🔸s: 3 or 0 keycards* 

5 ❤s: 2 keycards* without the queen of trumps 

5 ♠s: 2 keycards* with the queen of trumps 

5 No Trump: Even Number of keycards* with a void 

*Keycard=  Four aces plus the king of trump 

(Bid directly after the response and below the trump suit asks for 

queen. Ex: 4 ♠s-4nt-5 ♣s-5 🔸s, any bid besides the trump suit shows 

the queen as well as the king in that suit) 

(5 no trump after a keycard response asks for specific kings. Any skip 

bid omits the king. Ex: 4 ♠s- 4nt- 5 ♣s- 5nt –6 🔸s, shows the king of 

🔸s and denies the king of ♣s.) 

(♣s is 3014. This means that in the auction 1 ♣- 2 ♣s-4nt, 5 ♣s shows 0 

or 3 keycards and 5 🔸s shows 1 or 4 keycards) 

 

Note 7: Exclusion Blackwood 

After agreeing upon a suit, a jump above the level of game asks for 

keycards, except for the ace in which was jumped in. Proceeding bids 

would show 0/4, 1, 2, 3 Ex: 1 ❤- 2 🔸s*-3  ❤s- 4 ♠s^-5 ♣s# 

*2 over 1 

^Asking for keycards except for the ace of trump  

#Shows 1 keycard that is not the ace of ♠s 

 



Note 8: Responses to No Trump 

Over 1nt:  

2 ♣s: stayman (2 asks for 4 card major, 2 🔸s denies a 4 card major, 2 

❤s shows 4/5 ❤s, 2 ♠s shows 4/5 ♠s, after the opener's response, 

2nt is an invite to 3nt and means that partner might not have a 4 card 

major) 

2 🔸s: transfer to ❤s ( 5 pieces) 

2 ❤s: transfer to ♠s (5 pieces) 

2 ♠s: transfer to ♣s (6 pieces, 3 ♣s shows support for ♣s, at least three 

with an honor, and 2nt denies suppodenies support for ♣s) 

2nt: transfer to 🔸s: (6 pieces, 3 🔸s shows support for 🔸s, at least 

three with an honor, and 3 ♣s denies support for 🔸s) 

3 ♣s: asks for major holding. 3 🔸s shows a 4 card major, 3 ❤s shows 

5 ❤s, 3 ♠s shows 5 ♠s. After three 🔸s, partner can show their major 

by bidding the major they do  not have. For example, if you had 5 ♠s 

and the auction went 2nt-3 ♣s- 3 🔸s, you would bid 3 ❤s to show ♠s. 

3 🔸s: 5-5 ( or better) in the minors with a strong hand (game forcing, 

looking for slam) 

3 ❤s: 5-5 (or better) in the majors with a weak hand 

3 ♠s: 5-5 (or better) in the majors with an invitational hand 

3nt: Natural 

4 ♣s: Gerber (Asks for aces: 4 🔸s shows 0 or 4, 4 ❤s shows 1, 4 ♠s 

shows 2, and 4 no trump shows 3) 

4 🔸s: transfer to ❤s (6 pieces) 



4 ❤s: transfer to ♠s (6 pieces) 

4nt: Quantitative to 6nt 

5nt: Quantitative to 7nt (the bid showing a lower quality hand is 6 

Over 2nt:  

3 ♣s: asks for major holding. 3 🔸s shows a 4 card major, 3 ❤s shows 

5 ❤s, 3 ♠s shows 5 ♠s. After three 🔸s, partner can show their major 

by bidding the major they do  not have. For example, if you had 5 ♠s 

and the auction went 2nt-3 ♣s- 3 🔸s, you would bid 3 ❤s to show ♠s. 

3 🔸s: transfer to ❤s ( 5 pieces) 

3 ❤s: transfer to ♠s (5 pieces) 

3 ♠s: Minor suit bust 

3nt: Natural 

4 ♣s: Gerber (Asks for aces: 4 🔸s shows 0 or 4, 4 ❤s shows 1, 4 ♠s 

shows 2, and 4 no trump shows 3) 

4 🔸s: transfer to ❤s (6 pieces) 

4 ❤s: transfer to ♠s (6 pieces) 

4nt: Quantitative to 6nt 

5nt: Quantitative to 7nt (the bid showing a lower quality hand is 6 

Note 9: Ogust/Lebensohl 

Ogust: 

The auction goes: weak major- 2nt. The responses are as follows: 

3 ♣s: Weak suit and weak hand 



3 🔸s: Strong suit weak hand 

3 ❤s: Weak suit strong hand 

3 ♠s: Strong hand strong suit 

Lebensohl over 1nt 

Your partner opens 1 no trump and your right hand opponent overcalls: 

2nt: Relay to 3 ♣s (will bid their own suit after, a jump to 3nt denies a 

stopper in the suit the opponents showed, whereas bidding lebensohl 

and then bidding 3nt shows a stopper in the opponents suit) 

3nt: Shows values, but no stopper in the opponents suit 

Any other bid is game forcing 

Lebensohl over weak two: 

If the opponents open a weak two and partner doubles, 2nt shows a 

weaker hand a forces partner to bid 3 ♣s. The lebensohl bidder then bid 

your preferred suit. Any bid besides lebensohl is game forcing. Ex: 2 

❤s- double-pass-2nt. This is lebensohl.  

 

Lebensohl over reverse: 

If partner reverses, 2nt shows a weaker hand. Any other bid is game 

forcing. After 2nt, partner is forced to bid 3 ♣s. The lebensohl bidder 

then bids their preferred suit. Ex: 1 🔸-1 ♠-2 ❤s- 2nt. 2nt is lebensohl. 

 

Note 10: Support Double 

Support doubles show 3 pieces to support partner. This is used by the 

opener of the bidder after their right hand opponent overcalls over the 



opener's partners bid. Ex: 1 ♣-pass-1 ❤-1 ♠- double. The double 

shows three ❤s. If the opener had bid 2 ❤s, that would promise 4 

❤s. There is also a support redouble. Ex: 1 ♣-pass-1 ❤- double- 

redouble. This bid shows 3 ❤s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


